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Bher is a silver tabby cat who joined C.A.T. AGENCY #1 but when the jewel of C.A.T. generations goes missing Bher has to find it. Who stole it? Read more to find out what happens!
Bhur was doing a catwalk.
She loved her new job. Working at the C.A.T agency was meow-some.
Bhur's catask was making catelicious energy foods like
creamy donuts and cherry choco
nuts mmm.
Bher had a friend who worked there. Her name was Meoura. Meoura's task was security. Meoura protected the jewel of C.A.T. generations. The jewel helped cats remember their friends and family who worked here.
Suddenly, whee... whee... whee... whee... whee.. whee... whee... whoo! Something happened to the jewel! Everyone raced to see what happened.

The jewel was not in its pedestal. Meowra and Bhur needed the jewel, they had to
find it. They saw a silhouette out the window.
Could it be the thief? Bhur
and Meowra put on their
spy suits and followed the
shadow to see where it led.
It led to a cave. The cave looked dark and spooky. They went in and hid behind a rock.

“What do we do?” Meow asked.

“I don’t know,” said Bher. There was a group of bunny rabbits, one was holding the jewel!
Then they saw a cart, they jumped in and drew into the cave with the diamonds they found in the cave. They explored the cave, it was beautiful. There were many jewels and gems.
Then they went farther, suddenly the cart fell deep in to the ground and they saw it, they found the jewel. Bhur got out of the cart and took the jewel. But, then beep beep beep beep beep!
Then a bunny came he tried to catch her but she was the fastest agent she dodged but then rocks fell off the ceiling. Her jumped in to the cart and they ran away. Then they found out the room.
the jewel used to be in. The room collapsed, so they took all the jewels from the wall and went out of the cave back to the agency and lived happily ever after.

The End